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Abstract
The Rao-Blackwell theorem has had a fundamental role in statistical theory. However, as opposed to what seems natural,
Rao and Blackwell did not investigate and write the theorem jointly. In fact, they both published the same result independently, two years apart. Indeed, as C.R. Rao writes in Wikipedia: ”the result on one parameter case was published
by Rao (1945) in the Bulletin of the Calcutta Mathematical Society and by Blackwell (1947) in The Annals of Mathematical Statistics. Only Lehmann and Scheffé (1950) called the result as Rao-Blackwell theorem”. Forty years later, a
situation very similar to the previous one seems to have happened. Tweedie (1984) in a paper published in a proceedings
to a conference held in Calcutta and Bar-Lev and Enis (1986) in a paper published in The Annals of Statistics both presented for the first time, albeit two years apart, independently and in different contexts, the class of natural exponential
families having power variance functions (NEF-PVFs). Tweedie’s results were then mentioned by Jorgensen (1987) in
his fundamental paper on exponential dispersion models published in the Journal of the Royal Statistical Society, Series
B. Jorgensen, however, mentioned also other researchers, including Bar-Lev and Enis, as dealt with the same problem.
Nonetheless, Jorgensen (1987) stated in his paper that ”The most complete study” of NEF-PVFs was given by Tweedie
(1984), a statement which has led to naming the class of NEF-PVFs as the Tweedie class. This statement of Jorgensen is
entirely and utterly incorrect. Accordingly, one of the goals of this note is to ’prove’ such incorrectness. Based on this
’proof’ it will be evident, so I trust, that both Bar-Lev and Enis should have received the appropriate credit by re-naming
the class of NEF-PVFs via the exploitation of the names of Tweedie, Bar-Lev and Enis. This would resemble the dignified
and elegant manner Lehmann and Scheffé acted on the Rao-Blackwell Theorem. Notwithstanding, the main aim of the
note is to encourage young researchers to present their results with self-confidence and to get the credit they deserve.
Keywords: natural exponential family, power variance function, Rao-Blackwell theorem, reproducibility, Tweedie class
1. Background and Main Results
This note has a two-fold goal, the first is pedagogical, and the second is partially related to perhaps some straitlaced
issues as well as inattention and inadequacy of details to the facts. I believe that the discussion of the issues I will
present is of great importance to both graduate students and researchers (and especially the youngest among them). The
topics of discussion are related to how the Rao-Blackwell theorem was first presented in the literature during the late
1940s compared to the way Tweedie’s results (Tweedie (1984)) on the class of natural exponential families having power
variance functions (NEF-PVFs) were presented by Jorgensen (1987) in his fundamental paper on exponential dispersion
models. Since Jorgensen’s presentation, the class of NEF-PVFs is known in the literature as the Tweedie class which is
implemented in a wide variety of disciplines for data modeling.
For this comparison, I have carefully examined all relevant details and facts related to these two issues. I will first start
with the Rao-Blackwell theorem issue. I remember the period when I was a graduate student and became familiar with the
Rao-Blackwell theorem. I knew then to prove it at various mathematical levels of proof. As the theorem appears in a large
number of textbooks on various levels, and of course, in journal articles, I was entirely confident in that period that Rao
and Blackwell jointly investigated the problem and then published their results in a journal’s paper that appeared in the
late 1940s. I was wrong, and only towards the end of my doctoral studies at the Technion (Israel Institute of Technology)
in 1981 did I discover the ’pure’ truth. The two did not write the paper jointly. In fact, they both published the same
result independently, two years apart. Indeed, as Dr. Calyampudi Radhakrishna Rao writes in Wikipedia: ”the result on
one parameter case was published by Rao (1945) in the Bulletin of the Calcutta Mathematical Society and by Blackwell
(1947) in The Annals of Mathematical Statistics. Lehmann and Scheffé (1950) called the result as Rao-Blackwell theorem.
In computational terminology, it is called Rao-Blackwellized Filter”. So, actually, the two renowned scientists, Lehmann
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and Scheffé, acted in a dignified and logical way by naming the theorem the Rao-Blackwell theorem.
It is almost superfluous to say that the difference between the two years of publication of the two results is entirely
reasonable, especially since the Rao’s result was published in an Indian bulletin which, according to any reasonable
assumption, was almost negligible those days in western university libraries. This adds to the fact that search engines in
those years were only dreams of the sort that appear in Jules Verne’s books.
Now naturally arises the following question: Why do I raise such a well-known issue again? The answer to this is rather
simple and related to a very similar situation, albeit with a considerable difference of years. Such a similar situation
is related to Tweedie’s paper published in 1984 in the Proceedings of the Indian Institute Golden Jubilee International
Conference and to the Bar-Lev and Enis’ paper published in 1986 in The Annals of Statistics. Both Tweedie and Bar-Lev
and Enis discovered and presented for the first time, albeit two years apart, independently and in different contexts, the
class of NEF-PVFs.
The resemblance is easy to prove. First, In both, NEF-PVFs are presented. Second, the Tweedie’s article appeared in
India (although in a proceeding to a conference also held in Calcutta) while Bar-Lev and Enis’ article appeared in The
Annals of Statistics (a descendant of The Annals of Mathematical Statistics). Thirdly, the time difference between the two
publications is exactly two years. Finally, even though some thirty-five years have passed between the publications of Rao
and Blackwell and those of Tweedie and Bar-Lev and Enis, the prevalence of conference proceeding books was still quite
rare in western libraries and search engines were still not available. Note that all of the last four points listed are almost
identical to those of the case of Rao and Blackwell.
Now, to prove ’independence’, I need to present some basic preliminaries of NEFs and their VFs; and then describe the
publication process related to Bar-Lev and Enis’ (1986) article as well as additional and relevant issues.
1.1 Some Preliminaries of NEFs, VFs and NEF-PVFs
I’ll first present results from the fundamental paper of Morris (1982) published in The Annals of Statistics in which the
VF was used systematically for the first time to handle NEFs. However, a more rigorous approach to Morris’ results was
given by Letac and Mora (1990). Accordingly, Morris’ results are presented in the terminology of that of Letac and Mora
(1990).
Let ν be a non-degenerate positive Radon measure on R having a convex support C. Let L : R → R be its Laplace
transform, then the set
Z
D = θ ∈ R : L(θ) =
eθx ν(dx) < ∞
R

is called the effective domain of ν. Assume that Θ  int D is nonempty. Then the NEF F generated by ν is defined by the
set of probabilities

F=F(ν) = P(ν(dx, θ) = (exp(θx − k (θ))ν(dx) : θ ∈ Θ ,
(1)
where k(θ)  L(θ), the cumulant transform of F, is real analytic and strictly convex on Θ. The k-th cumulant of F is the
k-th derivative of k(θ). Since k(θ) is strictly convex on Θ, the mean m = k0 (θ) of P(ν(dx, θ) is strictly monotone, and thus
its inverse function θ = ψ(m) is well defined on the open interval M = k0 (Θ), where M is called the mean domain of F.
The variance corresponding to P(ν(dx, θ) is k00 (θ), or in terms of the mean m is V(m) = k00 (ψ(m)). The pair (V, M) is called
the VF of F and it uniquely determines F within the class of NEFs (this result was proved rigorously by Mora (1986)).
Also, an NEF F with mean domain M and convex support C is called steep if and only if M = int C (a definition that will
be used in the sequel).
Morris (1982) characterized all six quadratic VFs. Letac and Mora (1990) characterized all six cubic VFs. Bar-Lev
(1987), in his contribution to the discussion of Jorgensen (1987) paper on exponential dispersion models, showed among
a more general setting that any polynomial of the form
V(m) =

n
X

ai mi , ai ≥ 0,

i=1

n
X

ai > 0,

i=1

is a VF with mean domain M = R+ of an infinitely divisible NEF. The latter class of polynomial VFs is huge and contains,
among others, four out of the six NEFs having up to a quadratic VFs characterized by Morris (1982) and all of the six
NEFs having strictly cubic VFs characterized by Letac and Mora (1990).
A large number of papers presenting various types of VFs have appeared in the literature. Many of them are cited in
Bar-Lev and Kokonendji (2017). However, it seems obvious that the most interesting VF, which was cited and employed
as probability models for dozens of real data sets in numerous areas, is undoubtedly the power VFs having the form
V(m) = am p , a > 0, p ∈ R.
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A natural question then arises: for which values of p there exists an NEF such that am p is its VF? Well, a good question,
the answer to which actually generates the class of NEF-PVFs.
According to Jorgensen (1987) ”a number authors have studied power variance functions, independently, of the present
author, for example, Morris (1981), Tweedie (1984), Hougaard (1986), Bar-Lev and of the Enis (1985). The most
complete study is by Tweedie (1984), but as shown below, his claim that (2) does not correspond to an exponential
family for p < 0 is not correct”. Mr. Tweedie himself wrote in his discussion to Jorgensen’s (1987) paper that his paper
(Tweedie (1984)) is based on the pre-print of a paper he gave in a conference in Calcutta in 1981. Those conference papers,
so it seems, were gathered in 1984 into the Proceedings of the Indian Institute Golden Jubilee International Conference,
edited by J. K. Ghosh and J. Roy and published by the Indian Statistical Institute, Calcutta. Also, Mr. Tweedie (perhaps
with a dash of cynicism) adds in his discussion that it seems that his paper ”seems to have had a wide though informal
circulation”.
Well, These are the facts I have been able to reveal regarding the ’various’ publications of Tweedie on NEF-PVFs. I
have, however, two main significant reservations. The first relates to Jorgensen’s (1987) statement (already indicated
above) that the most complete study of NEF-PVFs was carried out by Tweedie (1984). The second refers to the dates
on which Bar-Lev and Enis (1986) results on NEF-PVFs appeared. To provide facts relating to these reservations, I am
discomforted forced to tell a little about myself, about my late colleague and friend Peter Enis (who passed away in 2007),
our joint work on NEF-PVFs, and the publication dates of the various results. I will do so in the next subsection.
1.2 Some History and the Notion of Reproducibility of NEFs and NEF-PVFs
I completed my D.Sc. in May 1981 at the Technion - Israel Institute of Technology. My thesis was on extended exponential
families and their applications. After graduating, I joined the Department of Statistics at the University of Haifa in October
1981. Peter Enis was then a member of the Department of Statistics at SUNY Buffalo and served for more than ten years
as head of his department. (It should be noted that in the 1970s, this department was one of the leading departments
in the US). He spent a sabbatical year in our department in Haifa during the academic year 1981-1982. We quickly
became friends and then also research colleagues and started our collaborative research work. The first research issue that
concerned us was the reproducibility property which we defined as follows.
Definition 1. Let F = {Pθ : θ ∈ Θ ⊂ R} be a family of distributions on R indexed by a single parameter θ. Let X1 , ..., Xn
be i.i.d. r.v.’s with L(X1 ) = Pθ ∈ F (where L(X) stands for the law of X) and set Yn = Σni=1 Xi . Then F is said to be
reproducible in θ (or just reproducible) if for all θ ∈ Θ and n ∈ N, there exists a sequence (α(n))n≥1 and a mapping
gn : Θ → Θ such that
L(α(n)Σni=1 Xi ) = Pgn (θ) (X1 ) ∈ F.
(3)
When investigating this reproducibility property, we focused on NEFs due to their nice analytical features and to my
knowledge on the subject. The first case we dealt with was the one with α(n) ≡ 1 for all n. By inverting (3) in terms
of the respective Laplace transforms and solving some functional equations, we showed that for such a case the only
reproducible NEF is the Poisson one. This study on the case α(n) ≡ 1 was completed in 1982 and was published in
Metrika only in 1985 (hereafter, Bar-Lev and Enis (1985a)), rather late, for some editorial reasons which I totally cannot
remember what they were. However, during the years 1982 and 1983, we continued our joint research and tried to solve
the more general case via functional equations, which again were involved with Laplace transforms. But then Morris’
(1982) article on the characterization of NEFs by their VFs was published, so instead of solving the functional equations
in terms of Laplace transforms we solved them in terms of the corresponding VFs. Indeed, the equivalent of (3) in terms
of VFs is the functional equation
nα2 (n)V(m) = V(α(n)m), for all n ∈ N, m ∈ M,

(4)

where (V, M) is the VF the NEF F. However, to solve the functional equation (4) we assumed then that, i) α(n) = nβ ,
where β is an arbitrary constant; ii) the mapping gn : Θ → Θ is onto; and iii) the NEF F is steep, i.e., the mean domain
M of F coincides with the interior of its convex support C, that is M = int C. Under the latter conditions we proved
that the general solution of (4) is indeed of the form (2), i.e., V(m) = am p , a > 0, p ∈ R. We then proved that the cases
p = 0, 1, 2 correspond to the normal, Poisson and gamma NEFs, the case 1 < p < 2 correspond to compound Poisson
NEFs generated by gamma variates, the case p > 2 corresponds to NEFs generated by positive stable distributions (i.e.,
with stable index in (0, 1)), for 0 < p < 1 we proved that no NEFs exist and for p < 0 we proved that no steep NEFs
exists (as we got that M = R+ is a proper subset of the corresponding convex support C = R). These results are similar to
those obtained by Tweedie (1984) with one reservation concerning the case p < 0. For the latter case, we proved that no
steep NEFs exist. Tweedie, on the other hand, did not provide any justifiable reason for the nonexistence of NEF-PVFs
with p < 0. Nonetheless, as indicated by Jorgensen (1987), nonsteep NEF-PVFs exist for p < 0, where the corresponding
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NEFs are generated by absolutely continuous stable distributions with stable index in (1, 2) with mean domain M = R+
and convex support C = R (i.e., M is a proper subset of C and thus the corresponding NEFs are not steep). However, I
entirely disagree with Jorgensen, who stated that out of the papers that discussed power VFs (see a list above), Tweedie
(1984) carried out the most complete study of NEF-PVFs. Tweedie probably did but also we did. We analyzed NEFPVFs for various properties as infinite divisibility, unimodality, moments, central moments, skewness, general measures
of skewness, kurtosis, leptokurticity, upper bounds for (right) tail probabilities and the like.
I will now refer to the publication dates of our results on NEF-PVFs. Our results were first published in a Technical
Report No. 89, 1983, published by the Department of Statistics at SUNY Buffalo (hereafter, Bar-Lev and Enis (1983)).
The technical report was submitted to The Annals of Statistics and was received there in November 1983. Its last accepted
revision was January 1986, and the article was published in 1986. The technical report was also sent to a regular bulk of
researchers of the Department of Statistics of SUNY Buffalo. I myself sent it to Lawrence D. Brown who cited it in his
research monograph (Brown (1986)) as a Technical Report No. 89, 1984 (instead of 1983). Most interestingly, the paper
of Tweedie (1984) did not appear at all in Brown’s (1986) list of references. In retrospect and at that point, Peter Enis and
I could also write that it seems our technical report ”have had a wide though informal circulation” as Tweedie wrote, but
we did not.
As far as I can recall now, I received a request from Jorgensen in either late 1986 or early 1987 to contribute a discussion
to his paper on exponential dispersion models that was scheduled to appear in the Journal of the Royal Statistical Society,
Ser. B., and so I did. As a young academic, I felt that a great deal of respect fell on me when Bent Jorgensen approached
me and asked me to contribute my part to the discussion section of his paper (Bent Jorgensen passed away in 2015). Also,
as I recall, I sent him a copy of the accepted version of our paper and/or our technical report from 1983, but Jorgensen
cited it as Bar-Lev and Enis (1985, a Technical Report). Why he did so and also indicated the year of its publication
wrongly, I really do not know and have no clue of it. I guess it was just a kind of oversight.
2. Why Now? Some Concluding Remarks
The main question asked here is, why am I raising this issue only now and not before? A good question for which the
answer is not so simple and might have different aspects. Here are some:
1. Perhaps that during the mid-1980s and beyond, when I was quite academically young, I felt so honored to contribute
a discussion to a significant paper on a new subject (as exponential dispersion models) along with so many wellknown scientists that I had only heard of. Indeed, as cited in Jorgensen’s (1987) paper, Tweedie published another
paper in 1947 (hereafter, Tweedie (1947)) much before I was even born (Tweedie himself, a physicist, was born in
1919 and passed away in 1996; see link: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maurice Tweedie). So maybe I was worried
about making an unnecessary fuss which might contain more negative than positive reactions and which might
present me as a niggling person. Also, maybe I was worried about my future promotion at my university that might
have depended on my scientific relationships with scientists so well known.
2. Now, in retrospect, I was wrong. I had to stand up for credit which undoubtedly Peter Enis an I deserved, without
any funk related to my future academic promotion.
3. The inaccurate statement of Jorgensen (1987) that ”The most complete study” of NEF-PVFs was presented by
Tweedie (1984) has led since 1987 to name the class of NEF-PVFs as the Tweedie class. However, based on all
of the findings I presented above, Bar-Lev and Enis contributed to the knowledge of NEF-PVFs at least as much
as Tweedie contributed. Consequently, it is entirely evident that both Bar-Lev and Enis should have received the
appropriate credit by re-naming the class of NEF-PVFs via the exploitation of the names of Tweedie, Bar-Lev and
Enis. This would resemble the dignified and elegant manner Lehmann and Scheffé acted on the Rao-Blackwell
Theorem.
4. In my opinion and without any doubt, Lehmann and Scheffé made the right and correct decision by naming the
similar results of Rao and Blackwell as the Rao-Blackwell Theorem. As I already indicated, I trust that the two
renowned scientists Lehmann and Scheffé, acted correctly and fairly. The late Bent Jorgensen, who published such a
fundamental paper on exponential dispersion models, was in charge of the various contributions to the discussion on
his paper (after all, he had to respond to each one of them). So he had to realize that our article on the reproducibility
property of NEF-PVFs was also ”a most complete study of NEF-PVFs,” at least as that of Tweedie (1984). But,
unfortunately, and whatever be the reason, he had not done so.
5. Now the question is why I bother to write an article so long and with so many details on this issue. Am I doing
this for the credit I might get? No, absolutely not, and I hope you do believe in my ”absolutely not” response.
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Well, this question has two answers, one major and the other less. The first is a message intended to present and
future scientists, not to fear to insist on their mind if they truly believe they are correct and something is wrong
(scientifically, of course). Now, one can argue that it is easy for me, in my academic position, to suggest to adopt
my present way of thinking and one might be right. Correct, it is easier for me now, but on the other hand even
much more difficult. I sincerely regret that in the 1980s, I did not write the present article after the appearance of
Jorgensen’s (1987) paper and realized that Peter Enis and I did not receive the same credit that Tweedie did, even if
such an article would hurt my academic promotion. At this point, I find it most appropriate to quote a line or two
from ’if’, the Kipling’s well-known and stunning poem: ”If you can bear to hear the truth you’ve spoken Twisted
by knaves to make a trap for fools,..., Yours is the Earth and everything that’s in it, And—which is more—you’ll be
a Man, my son!”.
My second answer is aimed more at journal Editors, Associate Editors, renowned scientific referees, and the like.
Do not underestimate scientific results appearing in new articles submitted for publication by known or unknown
scientists (usually young ones), just because their scientific results are inconsistent with your perceptions or conceptions. I want to present an example in this regard. In my role as an Associate Editor for one of the statistical
journals, I was asked by the editor to handle a paper that dealt with a Bayesian approach solution to some statistical
problem (I myself found the solution to be very innovative and interesting). I sent it to a well-known statistician
who replied to me after a week that since he does not believe in Bayesianism to solving statistical problems, he/she
will not take the refereeing task of the paper. Just a small example, but a fanatic one.
6. Apropos, while writing this article, I asked one of my most talented Ph.D. students, who is also very knowledgeable
in finding rare papers through various search engines, to try and locate Tweedie’s (1984) paper. But after a week of
searching, he came to my office, all embarrassed and flushed, and told me that he failed to perform the task.
Well, at this point, I trust, the people rest their case.
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